
spark new discoveries

Access the world’s most comprehensive patent 
data to help stimulate new ideas and accelerate 
innovation.

Your Thomson Innovation subscription allows you to 
search the following first-level patent content:

UNITED STATES

US Granted (1836 - Present)•	

US Applications (2001 - Present)•	

EUROPE

EU Granted (1980 - Present)•	

EU Applications (1978 - Present)•	

GB Applications (1916 - Present)•	

FR Applications (1971 - Present)•	

DE Granted (1968 - Present)•	

DE Applications (1968 - Present)•	

DE Utility Models (1983 - Present)•	

ASIA-PACIFIC

JP Applications (1976 - Present, English-•	
translated abstracts)

KR Applications (2000 - Present, English-•	
translated abstracts)

KR Granted (1979 - Present, English-translated •	
abstracts)

OTHER AUTHORITIES

WIPO Applications (1978 - Present)•	

INPADOC (DocDB) (1850 - Present, •	
Bibliographic data and some abstracts from 
70+ authorities)

Also included are:   

derwent world patents index•	  titles are 
displayed on result sets and record views, 
providing a value added view of the search 
results. 

inpadoc legal status data•	 , US litigation and 
reassignment, and European post-issuance 
data allows you to follow the patent over its 
life to support decision making by tracking 
reassignments, possibly early expiration due 
to unpaid maintenance fees, extensions of the 
protected time period and reexaminations that 
may affect validity.
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Thomson Reuters is proud to provide access 
to Thomson Innovation as a part of the 
World Intellectual Property Organization’s 
(WIPO) Access to Specialized Patent 
Information (ASPI) program.
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increase prodUcTiviTY and enHance 
coLLaBoraTion

Optimize productivity throughout your organization 
by putting accurate, reliable and relevant 
information at the fingertips of each employee. 
Use Thomson Innovation to analyze, manage and 
mine information all within one platform using the 
following solutions:

save your work and easily share it•	  with 
colleagues using Work Files.

Quickly spot relevant key words•	  in search 
results using multi-color keyword highlighting.

easily compare original document figures•	  
with patent drawing viewer.

stay in the know•	  of technological and 
competitive development using Alerts and 
watched records.

download large amounts of patent data•	 , 
including front page images and all figures.

QUickLY anaLYze searcH resULTs

Use Charting and Citation Maps to cut through 
data for clear analysis, turning large volumes of 
data into meaning. 

charting•	  quickly converts thousands of 
documents from search results or Work Files 
into an easy visual to identify key competitors, 
people, technologies or trends. 

citation Maps•	  display all backward and 
forward references for your patent record in 
an interactive graphical map, allowing you 
to trace the evolution or dependencies of 
technology through time. 

aBoUT aspi

The Access to Specialized Patent Information 
(ASPI) program was launched in 2010 by the World 
Intellectual Property Organization in cooperation 
with partners, including Thomson Reuters. The 
aim of the partnership is to support developing 
countries in more fully exploiting their innovative 
potential by leveraging valuable information 
contained in patent documents to develop new 
solutions to technical problems faced at the local 
and international levels.

aBoUT THoMson reUTers

Thomson Reuters is the world’s leading source 
of intelligent information for businesses and 
professionals. We combine industry expertise with 
innovative technology to deliver critical information 
to leading decision makers in the financial, legal, 
tax and accounting, scientific, healthcare and 
media markets, powered by the world’s most 
trusted news organization. with headquarters in 
New York and major operations in London and 
Eagan, Minnesota, Thomson Reuters employs 
more than 50,000 people in 100 countries. For 
more information, go to thomsonreuters.com. 

Learn more about how Thomson Innovation 
delivers the information you need for better 
intellectual property and business decisions by 
visiting: thomsoninnovation.com. 
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citation Maps - View the evolution of patents and the 
citation history.


